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Introduction

Between December 2022 and June 2023, there were efforts in ten states to enact 
legislation for partisan voter registration and closed partisan primaries.

Open Primaries and our local allies defeated all ten bills and protected the rights of 22 million voters. 

In the process, we engaged with a wide variety of political actors and forces and expanded the 

primary reform conversation in meaningful ways. 

10 22 millionbills 
defeated

voters 
protected 

Why Tennessee should not 
require partisan voter 
registration | Opinion
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Arkansas State Republicans
Decline to Consider Shift 

to Closed Primaries

December 4, 2022

Should Ohio have closed primaries? Some key 
Republicans are pushing for that change

WUOB

Texas GOP Rebukes Legislature, Opens 
Pathway to Closed Primary
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Background

There has been a growing effort over the last seven years by Republican factions 
in some legislatures-primarily though not exclusively in the South- to move 
legislation aimed at closing their state’s primaries.

Almost every one of these states utilize nonpartisan voter registration in concert with semi-

open primaries. This system allows all voters-not just independents-to choose a party ballot. It is 

particularly vulnerable, therefore, to false partisan claims of “cross over” voting that offer cover for 

the real goal, which is conserving power. Their math is simple: closed primaries give these extremists 

in the legislature-not more traditional Republicans, and certainly not the voters- more control over 

the election process.

During the 2022 legislative calendar alone, there were “close the primaries” legislative efforts in 

Utah, Missouri, Virginia, New Hampshire, West Virginia, and Louisiana. There was also significant 

internal party discussions and debate in South Carolina, Tennessee, 

Montana, Georgia, Wyoming and Arkansas. We were able to ensure 

none proceeded to fruition. However, it became clear that efforts 

to close the primaries were accelerating as “close the primary” 

campaigns increasingly found themselves at the heart of a proxy 

battle between traditional Republicans and MAGA Republicans for 

the control of state parties. Republican state parties in Alabama, 

Missouri, Tennessee, and Texas adopted rules supporting closing 

their state’s primaries.

Open Primaries scaled our defense campaign for 2023 in response, 

hiring a dedicated organizer-Doug Balder-to lead the campaign, 

allocating significant staff time and resources, and launching 

outreach efforts in target states well in advance of the start of 

legislative sessions. Nationally, we began raising awareness of the likelihood of multiple states 

advancing legislation to close the primaries. See, for example: The Threat to Democracy That No 

One’s Talking About. 

Since 2015, Open Primaries has been the only organization in the country 
organizing, supporting and leading state-based campaigns to defeat this 
legislation. To date, no bill to close the primaries has been successfully 
passed on our watch. 

The Threat to Democracy 
That No One’s Talking 
About

READ:
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https://thefulcrum.us/big-picture/Threats-to-democracy/closed-primary
https://thefulcrum.us/big-picture/Threats-to-democracy/closed-primary
https://thefulcrum.us/big-picture/Threats-to-democracy/closed-primary


Campaign Overview

Our campaign began in the Fall of 2022, with a concerted effort to monitor states 
for activity and legislation related to closing the primaries and begin to connect 
with state-based organizations that we could ally ourselves with. 

The beginning of the 2023 legislative session saw ten states launch significant efforts to close 

their primary elections. Each one was successfully defeated. That required two separate tracks of 

outreach and organizing.

1) We joined and/or built left/right coalitions of voters and organizations in each state and 

supported their direct engagement. These efforts stood for the simple principle that our 

democracy only works when every vote is counted equally.

2) We worked behind the scenes with Republican party leaders in many states to support their 

internal efforts in opposition.

Some required education and outreach over time to support, let alone prioritize this work. We 

conducted over a dozen educational forums within our target states, as well as regional forums like 

the Southeast Regional Council of the League of Women Voters.

Our local coalitional partners in each state were the public face of our efforts. We organized and 

helped draft local testimony for every bill hearing.  We supported them with messaging, educational 

background and tactical assistance. We also made their efforts as public as possible through media 

exposure and digital forums/organizing.

We identified and contacted local legislative leaders in several states and worked directly with them 

on an inside game; using private conversations with fellow members and control over the legislative 

process to help delay and stop legislation.  We supported them directly with background sources 

and talking points.

We reached out to dozens of political, business, civic, civil rights, academic 
and journalistic organizations/leaders within our target states.  Most of 
them had never engaged on the question of the rules of primary elections.  
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Why Open Primaries Defense Work is Critical

Protecting the rights of millions of voters to vote in the first round of elections 
is critical. That’s particularly so, because many of our targeted states have been 
heavily gerrymandered and are essentially one-party states. 

Half of general election races regularly see candidates running unopposed, with less than ten 

percent of races deemed competitive. Primary elections in these states are often the only meaningful 

elections voters will have an opportunity to participate in and choose their elected representatives.

But that’s only part of why these campaigns are so 

important. Four related goals for building the primary 

reform movement are advanced by our defense campaigns:

1) The scale of the movement to close the primaries-if 

not forcefully rebutted-could very well overshadow 

efforts to build the reform movement, seize the 

national narrative on primary reform, and challenge 

the ability to pass new reform as a result. Our 

credibility as reformers demands a response.

2) The organizing opportunities to develop messaging 

and identify/build support for primary reform 

within the Republican Party in particular-

with members and leadership alike- through 

collaborative work on defense are critical for 

movement growth. These leaders need more 

support. Traditional Republican leadership in multiple states that we worked in were strong 

supporters on the inside of the debate. However, they uniformly asked not to be publicly 

named or involved in any way in fear of the political consequences. Our campaigns gave 

them cover to operate, but their strategic positions are extremely vulnerable.

3) The opportunity to continue work with traditional civil rights organizations-from the ACLU 

and the NAACP to the Southern Poverty Law Center-in a region so closely associated with 

the historic fight for voting rights in America, allow us to build connections between primary 

reform and the larger world of voting rights that are critical for movement growth as well. 

Many voting rights groups in the South are flat out exhausted from fighting an uphill battle 

and grateful for support. 

Our work with the LWV in multiple states, for example, forced uncomfortable and growthful 

conversations with the national office, which has not taken a position on open primaries. We 

hope to continue to use this work to put pressure on the national offices of similar groups.

Defense:

• Builds trust and credibility.

• Creates organizing 
opportunities, especially 
among Republicans.

• Develops connections with 
the larger world of voting 
rights.

• Forms the foundation for 
future state campaigns.
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4) The relationships-individual and organizational- developed during our defense campaign can be 

repurposed from defense to offense and form the foundation of state and regional campaigns 

to expand the use of nonpartisan primaries. Defense is how we build understanding and 

support for future reform across a region comprising almost a third of the country.

Primary elections in these states are often the only meaningful elections 
voters will have an opportunity to participate in and choose their elected 
representatives.

State by State Highlights

In the summer of 2022, the Alabama Republican Party passed a 

resolution to close the primaries. We monitored legislation while 

publicly organizing against closed primaries across the state with 

partners such as the League of Women Voters, the Southern Poverty 

Law Center and the ACLU. We ran educational forums in concert with 

these partners.  We also worked closely with legislative leaders to 

begin a dialogue on keeping primaries open. (Legislation that had been 

drafted to close the primaries was reconsidered and never filed.)

An early victory by our partners at Common Ground AR, who 

successfully defeated an attempt by the Arkansas Republican Party 

to adopt rules to close the primaries in December 2022 helped launch 

our campaign with strong momentum. We also worked closely with 

legislative leaders to begin a dialogue on keeping primaries open. That 

effort stalled any chances for legislation that had been introduced to 

progress and it died in committee.

ARKANSAS

ALABAMA

Alabama Republican Party passes 
resolution in favor of closed primaries

READ:
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https://www.wsfa.com/2022/08/13/alabama-republican-party-passes-resolution-favor-closed-primaries/
https://www.wsfa.com/2022/08/13/alabama-republican-party-passes-resolution-favor-closed-primaries/
https://commongroundar.org/
https://www.arkansasonline.com/news/2022/dec/04/state-republicans-choose-new-chair/
https://www.wsfa.com/2022/08/13/alabama-republican-party-passes-resolution-favor-closed-primaries/


Some Republican activists began a call for closing Georgia’s primaries 

after the 2022 primary election season, complaining-erroneously-

that Democrats had crossed over to vote in the GOP primary against 

candidates endorsed by former President Trump.  Working with the 

NAACP, the LWV and state Republican and Democratic party leaders, our  

coalition stopped the debate from continuing and prevented a resolution 

to close the primaries from proceeding in the state party convention.

GEORGIA

Some in Ga. GOP want closed primaries 
after Trump picks lose

READ:

In 2018, the Missouri Republican Party adopted closing the primaries 

as a priority for its state platform and began introducing multiple 

bills to such effect each legislative session. Missouri has been ground 

zero for our efforts to ensure that every voter who has the right to 

vote in the primaries-keeps it. This year, we expanded our efforts 

and joined the Missouri Voter Protection Coalition, a group of over 

60 non-partisan organizations that collaborate to advance free, 

fair, and accessible elections in Missouri and build a pro-democracy 

movement rooted in civil rights movement building.

We worked with the MVPC to engage the legislature at every level  

to defeat four separate bills to close the primaries. That hard work 

paid off. The bills were stopped dead in their tracks. Even a last-

minute attempt at the end of the session to attach closed primaries 

to a bill to end the presidential caucus and move to a preferential 

primary failed.

MISSOURI

Working with local activists, we stopped a debate that had begun 

to close the primaries in 2022 and ensured legislation that had been 

introduced did not progress out of committee.

MISSISSIPPI  

Last week’s Republican congressional

primaries in Mississippi’s Third and

Fourth congressional districts pointed up

some political realities that should prove

instructional for current office holders

and those who might challenge them. 

 First, as evidenced in the Fourth district,

an incumbent congressman who can only

muster 32 percent of the vote in the first

primary and is dragging a lot of negative

political baggage will be hard-pressed to

win the second primary.

Staff Report

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur

adipiscing elit. Vivamus orci velit, porttitor

nec justo eget, fermentum facilisis enim.

Nullam ut tincidunt quam. Curabitur in

tempus est. Suspendisse sed urna efficitur,

eleifend sapien quis, consectetur libero.

Aliquam laoreet commodo imperdiet. Nulla

facilisi. Duis rhoncus vitae quam in finibus.

Maecenas porttitor ultrices dolor at

tempus. 

WWW.OXFORDEAGLE.COM

PURITY ARGUMENTS MAKE

GOOD PARTISAN SOUND

BYTES, BUT DON’T CARRY

MUCH FORCE AFTER

ELECTIONS.

THE OXFORD EAGLE

MISSISSIPPI’S ‘OPEN’ PRIMARY

STATUTE DEBATED ONCE AGAIN

June 6, 2022

Mississippi’s ‘open’ primary statute 
debated once again

READ:
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https://apnews.com/article/2022-midterm-elections-donald-trump-georgia-government-and-politics-2e3493a2aec63cae99eb4f89eb586e20
https://apnews.com/article/2022-midterm-elections-donald-trump-georgia-government-and-politics-2e3493a2aec63cae99eb4f89eb586e20
https://www.movpc.org/
https://www.oxfordeagle.com/2022/07/06/mississippis-open-primary-statute-debated-once-again/
https://www.oxfordeagle.com/2022/07/06/mississippis-open-primary-statute-debated-once-again/


Our first official victory in 2023 was in New Hampshire, where HB 101, 

legislation to close New Hampshire’s open primary was defeated in 

committee! (News coverage here) Our partners at NH Independent 

Voters led the charge and organized a broad array of individuals 

and organizations from across the political spectrum to speak out in 

opposition to this bill. We’re proud to support their critical work.

NEW 
HAMPSHIRE

“

After already defeating efforts to close the primaries in Montana, 

legislative leaders tried to pull a fast one. A bill that had been 

introduced for top two open primaries was amended to apply to only 

a single race-the upcoming election for Senator John Tester’s seat-in 

a naked ploy to try and unseat him. It was then fast-tracked through 

the Senate. Some might expect us to be supportive of a bill that is 

proposing an open primary. But we believe it is a prerequisite of reform 

that the people themselves both want it and have a hand in creating it. 

It is the only way of ensuring that reform isn’t cynically manipulated. 

That’s why we worked to organize opposition to the bill, including 

supporters of genuine reform such as former Republican Governor 

Marc Racicot.  OP Senior VP Jeremy Gruber testified before the 

Montana House in opposition to the bill:

The problem with SB566 is not that it proposes bad policy. 
The problem is that by applying it to a single race and outside 
of an open conversation with citizens, it weaponizes good 
policy to serve narrow partisan interests. And that is bad 
for the citizens of Montana, poisons genuine debate about 
reform, and contributes to voter cynicism about our greatest 
inheritance, our democratic republic.”

This legislation could have ended any serious debate about primary 

reform in Montana for years, but we helped stop the bill dead in its 

tracks and spark discussions about legitimate future reform. 

MONTANA  

Bid to alter NH’s open primary system 
fails in committee

READ:
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https://www.gencourt.state.nh.us/bill_status/billinfo.aspx?id=117&inflect=2
https://newhampshirebulletin.com/2023/01/10/house-weighs-making-new-hampshire-primaries-closed-to-independent-voters/
https://helenair.com/news/state-and-regional/govt-and-politics/tabulator-ban-closed-primaries-voted-down-as-election-bills-pile-up/article_efcab6bc-ec15-565a-9b41-54b44d2c89ec.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/04/14/us/politics/montana-election-bill-senate-tester.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/04/14/us/politics/montana-election-bill-senate-tester.html
https://www.charkoosta.com/news/opinion-we-still-think-electoral-reform-would-benefit-montana-politics-but-sb-566-ain-t/article_78c418b4-deff-11ed-99fd-eb1def26a27e.html
https://www.charkoosta.com/news/opinion-we-still-think-electoral-reform-would-benefit-montana-politics-but-sb-566-ain-t/article_78c418b4-deff-11ed-99fd-eb1def26a27e.html
https://www.openprimaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/OP-SB566-MT-Testimony.pdf
https://www.openprimaries.org/wp-content/uploads/2023/04/OP-SB566-MT-Testimony.pdf
https://www.nationalreview.com/corner/montana-legislature-tables-bill-to-make-senate-election-a-top-two-primary/
https://www.sentinelsource.com/news/local/statehouse/bid-to-alter-nhs-open-primary-system-fails-in-committee/article_737553ce-12c3-5413-a2f1-e5d0fe764f5e.html


Our biggest fight this year was in Tennessee.  Expecting such, we 

started a public debate in the Fall of 2022. We ran several public 

education forums across the state prior to and at the beginning of 

the session. Then, with the help of The League of Women Voters 

Tennessee, Civic Tennessee, Stand Up Nashville, We Decide TN, 

Sierra Club, NAACP, The Forward Party Tennessee and local activists 

and supporters we were able to shut down multiple bills to close 

Tennessee’s primaries, working to organize testimony at six separate 

hearings and raise awareness in the media.

At the same time, we were having back channel conversations- with 

both elected GOP leaders and GOP lobbyists-to stall and rebuff efforts 

to move this legislation forward.

Efforts at closed primary legislation began even before the start of 

the 2023 session, as the Republican Party established new internal 

rules. Once the session began, it saw a flurry of anti-voting bills 

move through the legislature. We joined the Texas Election Reform 

coalition-a organization of over a dozen nonprofit advocacy groups 

including Common Cause, the Texas Civil Rights Project and the 

NAACP- to raise awareness and push back. We were able to stall 

legislation in committee.

TENNESSEE 

TEXAS

In Ohio, there have been renewed calls from Republican leaders to 

close the primaries and we organized and worked with Common 

Cause, the LWV and the ACLU to oppose their efforts. A bill to close 

the primaries was introduced late in the session, but our ad hoc 

coalition has been successful in keeping the bill stuck in committee and 

do not expect it to proceed (Ohio has a year long legislative session). 

We’re monitoring the situation.

OHIO

Tennessee has open primaries, but 
Republicans are trying to close them

READ:
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https://wpln.org/post/tennessee-has-open-primaries-but-republicans-are-trying-to-close-them/
https://www.tennessean.com/story/opinion/contributors/2022/09/29/closed-primaries-in-tennessee-would-be-an-attempted-power-grab/69503949007/
https://thetexan.news/texas-gop-rebukes-legislature-opens-pathway-to-closed-primary/
https://woub.org/2023/05/02/ohio-closed-primaries-key-republicans/
https://search-prod.lis.state.oh.us/solarapi/v1/general_assembly_135/bills/hb208/IN/00/hb208_00_IN?format=pdf
https://wpln.org/post/tennessee-has-open-primaries-but-republicans-are-trying-to-close-them/


We set a campaign stretch goal of $1,100,000 and succeeded at raising $770,000, 
anchored by a $200,000 challenge grant from a south Florida business leader. 

Our 2023/2024 campaign goal is to raise $1,000,000 to support this crucial defense work.  The 

additional funds are needed to expand media and promotional work connected to these efforts.  

Contributions to the Open Primaries Education Fund are tax deductible. 

Our 2023/2024 campaign goal is to raise $1,000,000 to 
support this crucial defense work

2023 GOAL

2022 GOAL

$770,000 total raised $1,100,000

$1,000,000

200,000 challenge grant

Financial Overview

Key Media Coverage

 » Alabama Republican Party 
passes resolution in favor of 
closed primaries.

 » Arkansas State Republicans 
Decline to Consider Shift to 
Closed Primaries.

 » Mississippi’s Open Primary 
Statute Debated Once 
Again.

 » Some in Ga. GOP Want 
Closed Primaries.

 » We Still Think Electoral 
Reform Would Benefit 
Montana Politics, but SB 
566 Ain’t It.

 » Facing Tough Senate Race, 
Montana G.O.P. Looks to 
Change the Rules.

 » Closed Primaries Could be 
Coming to Missouri a Lot 
Quicker Than You Think.

 » Bid to alter NH’s open 
primary system fails in 
committee.

 » Should Ohio have closed 
primaries? Some key 
Republicans are pushing  
for that change.

 » Tennessee has open 
primaries, but Republicans 
are trying to close them.

 » Why Tennessee should 
not require partisan voter 
registration.

 » Texas GOP Rebukes 
Legislature, Opens Pathway 
to Closed Primary.
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https://www.wsfa.com/2022/08/13/alabama-republican-party-passes-resolution-favor-closed-primaries/
https://www.wsfa.com/2022/08/13/alabama-republican-party-passes-resolution-favor-closed-primaries/
https://www.wsfa.com/2022/08/13/alabama-republican-party-passes-resolution-favor-closed-primaries/
https://www.arkansasonline.com/news/2022/dec/04/state-republicans-choose-new-chair/
https://www.arkansasonline.com/news/2022/dec/04/state-republicans-choose-new-chair/
https://www.arkansasonline.com/news/2022/dec/04/state-republicans-choose-new-chair/
https://www.oxfordeagle.com/2022/07/06/mississippis-open-primary-statute-debated-once-again/
https://www.oxfordeagle.com/2022/07/06/mississippis-open-primary-statute-debated-once-again/
https://www.oxfordeagle.com/2022/07/06/mississippis-open-primary-statute-debated-once-again/
https://apnews.com/article/2022-midterm-elections-donald-trump-georgia-government-and-politics-2e3493a2aec63cae99eb4f89eb586e20
https://apnews.com/article/2022-midterm-elections-donald-trump-georgia-government-and-politics-2e3493a2aec63cae99eb4f89eb586e20
https://www.charkoosta.com/news/opinion-we-still-think-electoral-reform-would-benefit-montana-politics-but-sb-566-ain-t/article_78c418b4-deff-11ed-99fd-eb1def26a27e.html
https://www.charkoosta.com/news/opinion-we-still-think-electoral-reform-would-benefit-montana-politics-but-sb-566-ain-t/article_78c418b4-deff-11ed-99fd-eb1def26a27e.html
https://www.charkoosta.com/news/opinion-we-still-think-electoral-reform-would-benefit-montana-politics-but-sb-566-ain-t/article_78c418b4-deff-11ed-99fd-eb1def26a27e.html
https://www.charkoosta.com/news/opinion-we-still-think-electoral-reform-would-benefit-montana-politics-but-sb-566-ain-t/article_78c418b4-deff-11ed-99fd-eb1def26a27e.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/04/14/us/politics/montana-election-bill-senate-tester.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/04/14/us/politics/montana-election-bill-senate-tester.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/04/14/us/politics/montana-election-bill-senate-tester.html
https://www.stltoday.com/opinion/columnists/gruber-closed-primaries-could-be-coming-to-missouri-a-lot-quicker-than-you-think/article_e01c758e-71c4-5f90-b460-d8d7175add22.html
https://www.stltoday.com/opinion/columnists/gruber-closed-primaries-could-be-coming-to-missouri-a-lot-quicker-than-you-think/article_e01c758e-71c4-5f90-b460-d8d7175add22.html
https://www.stltoday.com/opinion/columnists/gruber-closed-primaries-could-be-coming-to-missouri-a-lot-quicker-than-you-think/article_e01c758e-71c4-5f90-b460-d8d7175add22.html
https://www.sentinelsource.com/news/local/statehouse/bid-to-alter-nhs-open-primary-system-fails-in-committee/article_737553ce-12c3-5413-a2f1-e5d0fe764f5e.html
https://www.sentinelsource.com/news/local/statehouse/bid-to-alter-nhs-open-primary-system-fails-in-committee/article_737553ce-12c3-5413-a2f1-e5d0fe764f5e.html
https://www.sentinelsource.com/news/local/statehouse/bid-to-alter-nhs-open-primary-system-fails-in-committee/article_737553ce-12c3-5413-a2f1-e5d0fe764f5e.html
https://woub.org/2023/05/02/ohio-closed-primaries-key-republicans/
https://woub.org/2023/05/02/ohio-closed-primaries-key-republicans/
https://woub.org/2023/05/02/ohio-closed-primaries-key-republicans/
https://woub.org/2023/05/02/ohio-closed-primaries-key-republicans/
https://wpln.org/post/tennessee-has-open-primaries-but-republicans-are-trying-to-close-them/
https://wpln.org/post/tennessee-has-open-primaries-but-republicans-are-trying-to-close-them/
https://wpln.org/post/tennessee-has-open-primaries-but-republicans-are-trying-to-close-them/
https://www.tennessean.com/story/opinion/contributors/2022/09/29/closed-primaries-in-tennessee-would-be-an-attempted-power-grab/69503949007/
https://www.tennessean.com/story/opinion/contributors/2022/09/29/closed-primaries-in-tennessee-would-be-an-attempted-power-grab/69503949007/
https://www.tennessean.com/story/opinion/contributors/2022/09/29/closed-primaries-in-tennessee-would-be-an-attempted-power-grab/69503949007/
https://thetexan.news/texas-gop-rebukes-legislature-opens-pathway-to-closed-primary/
https://thetexan.news/texas-gop-rebukes-legislature-opens-pathway-to-closed-primary/
https://thetexan.news/texas-gop-rebukes-legislature-opens-pathway-to-closed-primary/


Conclusion

In 2023, we defeated ten closed primary bills and protected the voting rights of 
twenty-two million voters.  

We built lasting relationships with individuals, organizations, and political leaders in each of our 

target states that will allow us to grow this work at a high level in future years and expanded our 

media footprint.  Opponents continue to grow more forceful, while our allies-particularly traditional 

Republican legislative leaders-continue to see their power diminish. Significant additional resources 

and partnerships will be required to maintain this momentum moving forward.

We built lasting relationships with individuals, organizations, and political 
leaders in each of our target states that will allow us to grow this work at  
a high level in future years and expanded our media footprint. 
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